
have a much more extensive series of observa-
tions, including controls on non-sterile patients.
As one reviews the literature of sterility, it is

a striking fact that large contributions have been
made by two groups of people who are not phy-
sicians. The first of these are the pure biolo-
gists and the second the stock-breeders and veter-
inarians. We can take certain leaves from the
book of each group. Particularly interesting are
such observations as those made by Cuénot and
by Castle and Little on yellow mice. These mice
are an imp'ure strain carrying yellow as a domi-
nant and black as a recessive color-characteristic.
According to Mendelian expectations of four off-
spring from such parents one should be pure
black, one pure yellow, and two mixed, these last,
actually being yellow, since that characteristic
is dominant over the recessive black. As a mat-
ter of fact, the offspring were correctly propor-
tioned as regarded the pure blacks and the
mixed, but the pure yellows never appeared.Little found that these missing offspring actually
started to develop, but were invariably blighted
at an early period of embryonic life. The reason
appears to he that there are certain hereditary
qualities capable of transmission according to
Mendel's law, which are in their very nature
inimical to the development of an embryo which
carries them. Such a lethal factor, so called, is
associated with these mice with the yellow color-
characteristic. Morgan, working on the fly
Drosophila, has produced a strain of which two
members mated together are always sterile, while
either a male or a female of the strain in question
is fertile if mated with a partner of another
strain.
Whether similar lethal factors exist in the

human must be a matter of speculation, but
their operation might account for an occasional
case of apparently inexplicable sterility. Hühner
has noted that the parents of his sterile patients
had on the average families as large as did other
couples of the same station and circumstances.
No conclusions can be drawn from such an ob-
servation, however, since the majority of his
patients were sterile for reasons which had ob-
viously nothing to do with heredity. This phase
of the subject is of purely academic interest, for
diagnosis cannot be definite, and treatment is
out of the question. At least here is a loophole
for the unwary medical student who is trapped
by the old joke about sterility being hereditary.
In the Bible eight cases of sterility are re-

corded. In each case it required a divine mira-
cle to bring about a cure. We have improved
somewhat in our mortal ability to handle this
condition since the days of old, but nevertheless
our results, taken as a whole, must be regarded
as unsatisfactory. The problem is a complicated
one; the solution in each case is well locked up,
and the curette is by no means a skeleton key.
Improvement in these results will come with a
more careful study of individual cases, and a
more accurate knowledge of the aetiologic fac-
tors involved.

AN INSTRUMENT FOR SUCTION, MEDI-
CATION AND MASSAGE OF TONSILS,
AND WITH USES IN GENERAL MEDI-
CINE

James Taylor, JR., M.D., Worcester, Mass.

Suction, medication, and massage of tonsils
are rightly taking an important place in the
physician's armentariuni.
An instrument to fulfill these forms of treat-

ment must have: (1) The right form to enter
the mouth, to act as a tongue depressor, to fit the
tonsil, and to hold the application without
weakening the air current, or allowing the medi-
cated wool to be lost in the mouth. (2) A trap
for secretion. (3) Not only an efficient, but also
a mobile force readily controlled, to save pain,
discomfort, and laceration of tonsilar and pillar
structures. (4) Made of material which is re-
sistant to heat and ordinary usage, and readily
sterilized.
In practice these factors have been proved in

the present instrument.
First. Remembering that in the movement of

a fluid, friction increases with the decreased
caliber of its container, the shape of the instru-
ment was so made as to give the maximum of
action in its air column when force was applied.
For this reason a trumpet form body with wide
tubing is used, and shaped to the size of the
average tonsil.

Second. Medicated lamb's wool may be in-
serted, and when the instrument is fitted to
tonsil with valve partly or entirely closed, and
force is applied, it will bring the medication
against the tonsil. On the release of pressure,
the wool retreats into chamber. This method
may he used when the physician wishes to
"flood" the tonsil. Wool saturated with witch
hazel solution or cooking soda solution is suffi-
cient.
Third. The trap which prevents infection to

bulb and does not interfere with its action. No
tissue gives such quick reaction to suction as
the tonsil, and a surprise awaits the novice in
the amount of secretion which may be drawn
from its crypts.
Fourth. Essentially, glass is of primary im-

portance as material in such an instrument. So
Pyrex glass is used. This is resistant to heat,
readily sterilized, and will stand rough usage.
Fifth. No more efficient and mobile force for

operation of this instrument can be found than
the bulb and valve suggested in the Boston
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While this instrument was designed especially

for the tonsils, it has many uses in general medi-
cine. It forms a handy and effective method of
clearing mucus from throat in anesthesia, pus
from wounds, depressed nipples, as a breast
pump, etc.
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